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NEW HORIZONS FOR OLIVE BRANCH Olive Branch Counselling
continues to offer a safe and secure environment where people can
address significant issues in their lives with a view to affecting positive
change. We are now entering a new and exciting phase of our evolution
In 2018, we recognised that a major expansion of our service was
necessary as a result of
 An ever increasing demand for our counselling
 Greater awareness of the benefits of counselling
 More referrals from ex clients, churches, GPs and mental health
professionals
 Long delays in obtaining appropriate treatment from mental health
and associated services
 Concerns regarding the type of counselling available from the NHS
 A recognition that our Victorian converted top floor flat had
outlived its purpose
As a result of a long and prayerful search, we finally found a new, larger
and well appointed suite of modern counselling rooms in the centre of
Chippenham. We moved in on October 25th 2018 and we are now
 Taking on more volunteer counsellors
 Increasing the number of clients that can be seen at any one time
 Offering a more professional counselling environment
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If you, or someone you know needs to talk to a professional,
compassionate and caring counsellor, they can contact us in complete
confidentiality, we are here to listen. We regard ourselves as a small part
of Christ’s healing ministry in Chippenham and its surrounding towns
and villages
We welcome your prayers for our work but you can help in more
practical ways too. For example, you can join our Support Team, no work
is necessary, we just ask you to occasionally sit in our office for an hour
on those occasions when a counsellor is alone with a client. We would
also welcome any financial support you can offer, no matter how small.
You may even feel energised enough to help start a ‘Friends of Olive
Branch’ club running any activities that puts the fun into fundraising
Contact us on 01249 443810 or e-mail
olivebranchcounselling@outlook.com
Our new address is First Floor, Saxon Court, 21 Gladstone Road,
Chippenham SN15 3BW

